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Baron Gello Kordoon

Baron Gello Kordoon is an NPC controlled by GM Andrew who appears in the Resolutions Of The Ghost
plot.

Baron Gello Kordoon

Species Kuvexian
Gender Male

Age 32 (Born YE 10)
Height 5' 5“(165 cm)
Weight 120 lbs (54.43 kg)

Organization Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia

Occupation CEO Unau Wibla Auhali, Patron Fleet Owner Kuvexian Military 4th Expeditionary War
Fleet

Rank Noro Deilfir
Current Assignment Invade the Yugumo Cluster

Theme Music

The sounds of cruelty and games.

Main Theme: Tenka & R3VXS - Anket
Game Mode: E Nomine - Mala Mala
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The Contractor of Cruelty

The Baron Gello Kordoon is a Kuvexian with a dark purple complexion and dark green eyes. Gello is a
menacing man with an intense and domineering profile that always has to be the focus of the room. He
often wears decorative armor pieces that have been crafted with expensive gemstones and made with
an aesthetic value over actual protection, which is usually paired with synthetic fabric robes colored with
rust and deep green palettes.

The Baron is an ENTJ personality type. He is a manipulator and is good at getting under someone's skin.
He spends an excessive amount of time analyzing the people around him, learning about them, and
learning ways to use what he learns to his advantage. Gello has a natural ability to think ahead and
generally has a good comprehension of events before they unfold which makes him a devious and
dangerous opponent in both business and war.

He is known for his cruelty and his originality when it comes to torture, often deploying shock and awe
strategies that are aimed at the psychological weaknesses of his enemies. His ability to analyze people
comes into play rapidly combined with a natural ability to strategize and deploy mind games and
psychological warfare. He sees the intentions of others clearly which reveals their level of honesty which
provides an opening for business and profit that is asymmetrically in his favor.

The Baron loves to show his prowess as a tactician and strategist which builds his ego. He is violent and
knows how to deploy that violence in to threaten, injure or kill his opponents. He will even kill without just
cause to get a rise out of the people around him and makes a public display out of the punishments he
deploys on those who defy him. The show he puts on for his followers is often peppered with humor and
showmanship that would make any theatre actor jealous of his ability. His smooth shifts between his
tactical and theatrical personalities have a charismatic nature that often sways people into his favor to
become minions to do his bidding.

Gello has a softer side that he often shows to people he respects, such as King Kalapom and other high
profile members of the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia. He has a taste for women, especially his fantasy
of one day owning Nekovalkyrja slaves, which was his secondary motivation for becoming involved in the
Kuvexian War after profit. His harem is massive, and he has a tendency to extort and blackmail his
women into being with him.

He is a gluttonous narcissistic individual with a deeper toned voice.
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Who is Manipulating Who?

In YE 39, the Baron met Motoyoshi Kiyoko when his flagship encountered the Akuro III. He thought it was
a Star Army of Yamatai ship until communication was established when he demanded the ship's
surrender. Being the owner of the Kuvexian Military contractor Unau Wibla Auhali, he took interest in the
Akuro III and the alluring personality of Motoyoshi Kiyoko. In the beginning, the nature of their
relationship was centered around the purchase of the Akuro III which was eventually completed in YE 41.
Motoyoshi Kiyoko convinced him to let her remain in command and that she would help advise him on
strategies to defeat the Star Army of Yamatai. The cruel natures of their personalities complimented and
played off the other.

Later that same year, after Motoyoshi Kiyoko learned that her mother, Taisho Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko
had taken command of the First Expeditionary Fleet and had returned to the former United Outer
Colonies, she began to convince the Baron to attack the region. Motoyoshi Kiyoko having been a former
member of the United Outer Colonies was able to point out the value of resources in the Jiyuu System
and Siren System.

In YE 42, after months of planning, they activated their plan to invade the galactic southeastern frontier
of the Yamatai Star Empire by occupying the Tange System and infesting the colonial settlements there
with Rixxikor.

Important Related Links

Other resources related to the Baron Gello Kordoon.

Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia
Unau Wibla Auhali
Kuvexian Military
First Expeditionary Fleet

Mentions of The Baron Gello Kordoon

The Baron is a major enemy in the Resolutions Of The Ghost plot, and globally to the Yamatai Star Empire
as a whole.

The Baron is first mentioned in a message intercepted by the First Expeditionary Fleet. Episode 3
(Companion Story): Forever Forwards Remixed.
In another scene, the Baron's forces move into formation to protect the Akuro III. Episode 4 GM
Cinematic: Warmakers II.
The Baron abandons Motoyoshi Kiyoko and the The Akuro III during the YSS Mazu's final showdown
with Kiyoko outside of SX-07.1)

Kordoon is spotted after the end of the Kuvexian War in the Jun System and is rumored to be
headed to the Nellrun System with the First Expeditionary Fleet under the command of Taisho
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Motoyoshi-Yamada Ayano in pursuit.2)

OOC Information

In the case Andrew becomes inactive:

Andrew's Star Army Will
OK from Wes to use Kuvexian Art.

Approval thread.

Character Data
Character Name Gello Kordoon
Character Owner Andrew
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location Kimirthro
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